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HOW TO CLAIM ADDITIONAL DAY FOR RELIEF
SERVICE

To claim a second day for relief service, which is also commonly referred to as short turn
service, you need to use claim codes RT and RM. First you need to be aware of what
requirements are needed to claim this. In both the BLE and UTU agreements the
requirements are identical.

A: Go out over 25 miles on the first train
B: Exceed 100 miles for the entire day
C: On duty over 8 hours

The BLE agreement is Article 4; section 4 and the UTU agreement is Article 15. I .
strongly suggest yoti site the agreement in your remarks as a means to ~QfWardpayment.
Unless you are able to secure an0ther screen, then the RTIRM codes can be used. To
claim them first be sure to enter the appropriate intennediate station and return train ID' s
in your tie up screen. All car counts ,\Tillbe combined together. Tie this screen up and
then proceed to your pay screen. At the top enter the ACTUAL MILEAGE RUN! !!
Also the class of service will be 30 unless you are over 130 miles or & hours on duty, then
25 will apply. For your pay cOdes enter an RT under one of the "CD" spots and for
""HHHM:MM~' enter the time you boarded the second train in military time. Under
another "CD" enter the RM and for the "HHHM:MM" enter the miles you ran on the first
train. Then on your remarks you need:

• On and off times for each train
• Full train symbols
• Mileposts

Remarks are very important, explain what you did and where you went. Break down
your mileage and list what the locations of each train are. Just remember, you only get
one day or one trip rate if you only get one train. The only exception is if you arc on duty
00 that train for over 8 hours. Also remember you will get the trip rate for the pool you
are called to relieve from unless you are called off the extra board to relive trains from no
specific pool. If this is the case a WX symbol is usually assigned to that crew and
mileage will apply.

Any problems contact your till ion rep or payroll via the memo system at ~'payhelp".
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